
  plan projects with

      network WAPPING 
               
      at Wilton’s Music Hall
           1 Graces Alley  
      London, E1 8JB

     Weds. 12th Dec. 5pm   
            
            music: 
      Goda Pereckaite & Jiri Novotny

‘The aim of the network WAPPING 
Social Enterprise Company is to 
establish and support self-funding 
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the community in terms of social 
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and economic resilience.’

@ networkwapping
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networkwapping@gmail.com

A ‘Neighbourhood Planning Forum’ 
is being established separately to 
lobby for planning initiatives that 
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and South East Shadwell spatially, 
economically, environmentally and 
socially.

 (We love Whitechapel & Stepney too.)

‘Ravenarts’ 
Arts & Community Venue, 
Chamber Street Viaduct 
- a rowdy (& contained) 
proposal

‘Makers Market’ 
Original Design, Arts 
and Food, Wellclose 
Square - a proposal

‘Wapping power’  
Tidal Energy, Shadwell 
Basin - a discreet 
proposal

.....................................................

Makers Market
Wellclose Square



































RA001 
is here
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project RA001:
   MANSELL MARKET
landlord:
   CITY OF LONDON CORPORATION
artistic partners:
   Central St Martins - School of the Arts
   London Fashion Museum
commercial partners: 
   Gap, Monsoon, Next - (highest scorers - Let’s Cleanup Fashion 2009)
   City of London Corporation
   Network Rail
   DLR
   Tower Hamlets Homes
   Worshipful Company of Haberdashers
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Tower
Gateway

DLR

where:
   upper fl oors (unused at weekends) Mansell Street Car Park, Mansell Street, E1
why:
   new employment, effi cient space utilisation at weekends, cultural value gen-
   eration, locality reputational enhancement
when:
   weekends
historical ressonance: 
   Rosemary Lane Market (formerly opposite)
concept:
   clothing and fabrics - comercially repurposed and sold,  limited bespoke ranges, NOT retro
transport:
   DLR - Tower Gateway 1 min, Tower Hill Underground - 3 mins 

The 
Tower

this is
 RA001

I hardly ever see my paintings around.I don’t have the faintest idea where half of my life’s work is. Sometimes that worries me. We should have a 
museum specially built for retrospectives. It would be ten feet wide and a mile long, like a railway tunnel, and you could walk down someone’s life 
chronologically.
                  Brett Whiteley

concept for link between upper and lower park:

RA004 
(lower) is here
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this is RA004 
(lower)

this is RA004 
(upper)

this is RA004 
(upper)

RA004 
(upper) is here

ravenarts space

ravenarts space

project RA004:
   RAVENARTS (space)

landlord:
   NETWORK RAIL/ DLR
artistic partners: 
   LONDON METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY
   WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
commercial partners: 
   APPLE
   NETWORK RAIL
   DOCKLANDS LIGHT RAILWAY
   EASTEND HOMES
where:
   Pinchin Street Viaduct and Cable Street/ Canon Street Road bounded land;
   the upper site has exceptional visibility from the DLR and C2C railways
why:
   new employment, training opportunities, cultural value generation,
   locality reputational enhancement
when:
   days and nights
historical ressonance: 
   The East End of London is famous for it’s artists.
concept:
   world class artists,local trainig and business incubation in boxes in an urban 
   orchard; prefabricated CO2 absorbing modular concrete, transparent PV 
   roofs  

transport:
   DLR - Tower Gateway 9 min, Tower Hill Underground - 13 mins, Aldgate 
   East Underground - 13 mins, Shadwell Overground - 8 min, Shadwell DLR - 
   9 mins



RA003 
is here

Cable 
Street
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project RA003:
   CHECKPOINT WAPPING
landlord:
   DLR/ to be confi rmed
artistic partners: 
   LONDON METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY
   WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
commercial partners: 
   APPLE
   DLR
where:
   Leman/ Dock Street

Wapping >
Dock 

Street

< Whitechapel
Leman 
Street

why:
   new employment, training opportunities, cultural value generation,
   locality reputational enhancement
when:
   days and nights

historical ressonance: 
   The Wapping border issue.
concept:
   street level RAVENARTS - gallery, info point, cafe and bakery 
transport:
   DLR - Tower Gateway 8 mins, Tower Hill Underground - 11 mins, Aldgate 
   East Underground - 11 mins, Shadwell Overground - 10 min, Shadwell DLR  
   11 min

this is 
RA003
this is 

RA003











PLAN - A NEIGHBOURHOOD FORUM TO INFLUENCE THE FUTURE

GROW - A PLACE FOR RELAXATION, EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT 

CREATE - A VENUE FOR ART, MUSIC, COMMUNITY AND TRAINING

The aim of network Wapping is to establish and support 
self-funding projects that are of benefit to the 
community in terms of social cohesion, 
environmental benefit and economic resilience.

network Wapping 
meets every second 
Weds of the month, 
7.30 at Pollyanna, 
1 Knighten Street, 
E1W 1PH

“The future has 
already happened, 
it just isn’t very 
well distributed.” 

  W. Gibson

Wapping

networkwapping
@ gmail.com
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networkwapping.org

@ networkwapping@ netw

Wellclose Square

Artichoke (/ Wapping) Hill

Cable Street




